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Robert Graves and the Classical Tradition Dec 01 2019 The poet Robert Graves' use of material from classical
sources has been contentious to scholars for many years, with a number of classicists baulking at his
interpretation of myth and his novelization of history, and questioning its academic value. This collection of essays
provides the latest scholarship on Graves' historical fiction (for example in I, Claudius and Count Belisarius) and
his use of mythical figures in his poetry, as well as an examination of his controversial retelling of the Greek
Myths. The essays explore Graves' unique perspective and expand our understanding of his works within their
original context, while at the same time considering their relevance in how we comprehend the ancient world.
Lost Graves Jan 26 2022 The only sound in the forest was the wind through the branches; the only light came
from the campfire. Jessie stood up, suddenly gripped by a powerful sense of dread. There was something –
someone – beyond the darkness, through the trees… When single father Joe Keenan and his young son Finbar
make camp for the night in the ancient forest of Leitrim, little do they imagine their rural escape is about to turn
into a nightmare. For deep in the woods they find a corpse… As the remains of dozens more victims are
uncovered by police, it becomes clear this is the burial site of a serial killer who has obviously been active,
unnoticed, for years. Arrested for the murders, while his beloved son is sent into care, Joe pleads his innocence to
no avail. But criminal behaviourist Jessie Boyle is convinced the killer is still out there. Determined to reunite Joe
and his son, Jessie’s investigation turns towards the local community. Who knows the shadowy depths of the
forest well enough to hide not just one, but many bodies? Then someone else goes missing, and the situation
takes a terrifying turn: it’s clear the killer is escalating their gruesome spree. Forced to enter the woods alone to
save a life, Jessie runs from a killer so skilled at hiding and so clever at hunting, it will take every ounce of her
strength to make it out alive… A gripping, nail-biting crime thriller that will have you hooked from the first page to
the final line. Fans of Patricia Gibney, Lisa Gardner and Lisa Regan will not want to miss this. Readers love LOST
GRAVES: ‘Terrific!... one heck of a rollercoaster ride… I absolutely love this series! The last one was a cracker (a
five star read) and if it’s possible this is an even better belter!!... dark, eerie, spooky and creepy… goosebumps
and fear tingles down the spine… Fantastic! Overall, this is a must-read series for me and I can’t wait for number
three.’ Goodreads reviewer, 倫倫倫倫倀
Oh man, what a rollercoaster of a ride… jaw-dropping and edge-of-theseat... Instantly hooked… I literally couldn't put it down… Fantastic book!’ NetGalley reviewer, 倫倫倫倫
‘Outstanding… blew my mind!... I find this book to be both clever and brilliant. I simply could not put down this
book, so I read it in one sitting. It made me anxious, heartbroken, and proud… The characters are so vivid and
real. I have a clear film version of this book on my mind. Simply brilliant!’ Tove Reads, 倫倫倫倫倀
Wow...
[Dunphy] brings been watched from the shadows to a whole new level… Everything about this story give me the
shivers.’ Spooky's Maze Of Books, 倫倫倫倫倀
I can't recommend this book enough!!!! This book definitely ticked
all my boxes. Packed with tension and suspense. Plenty of heart in your mouth moments and a story that had me
sat on the edge of my seat and tapping my kindle like a demented wood pecker. I loved the characters, the plot
was clever and kept me guessing. A monster with a heart and a touch of folklore. I could not put this book down
and finally turned the last page in the wee hours. Yes this book is that good. I can't wait to read more from this
very talented author.’ NetGalley reviewer, 倫倫倫倫倀
Detectives Boyle and Keneally are back with a bang... This

series is outstanding... This is one police procedural series I recommend to all my friends.’ cayocosta72, 倫倫倫
‘This rollercoaster story will keep you up late into the night! You'll want to go back and read book one, and you'll
eagerly be waiting on book 3!’ Bless Their Hearts Mom, 倫倫倫倫倀
Filled with suspense, folklore, mystery, and
urban myth… I couldn't put this book down with all the twists and turns.’ Goodreads reviewer, 倫倫倫倫
‘Amazing… compelling characters, drama and tension and incredible intrigue. I loved the first book in this series,
Bring Her Home, and this second book, Lost Graves, was even better. The eerie vibe never once let up.’ Robin
Loves Reading, 倫倫倫倫倀
Chilling and addictive… This is compulsive reading and I didn't want it to end.’
NetGalley reviewer, 倫倫倫倫倀
An exciting read full of action and suspense… A fantastic second novel. I really
enjoyed it and I can’t wait for the next instalment in this fab series. 5 stars from me.’ Goodreads reviewer,
倫倫倫倫倀
An exciting, compulsive read with a few tricks up its sleeve… There is never a dull moment in this
novel and no lull in proceedings so 5* all round... It’s fun and highly entertaining.’ NetGalley reviewer, 倫倫倫倫
‘I read it all in one go and the series has become one of my favourites. My only concern is how long I have to wait
until the next book.’ @mariasbookmusings, 倫倫倫倫倀
A great read. I read this straight through and didn’t want it
to end.’ Reader's Den, 倫倫倫倫倀
A fast paced book… and sweeps you along to a thrilling finish… I strongly
recommend it!’ @carolineo17, 倫倫倫倫倀
Ancient, historic, mystic, secluded, and remote forest landscape
located in Ireland is just perfect for a backdrop to the suspenseful, gripping, and entertaining crime drama. I really
liked this.’ @rachel.fox.14224, 倫倫倫倫倀
A wonderfully riveting crime novel… Crime and mystery readers will
love this brilliant series!!!’ Goodreads reviewer, 倫倫倫倀
An absolutely gripping tale. Thrilling and keeps the
reader guessing about what next.’ Frost At Midnite, 倫倫倫倀 刀攀愀搀攀爀猀 挀愀渠 t get enough of S.A. Dunphy: ‘I o
the book yesterday morning and didn’t stop reading until I was finished… I just HAD to know how it ended!…This
book sucked me in… READ THIS!! Set aside a day and start in the morning because once you start, you will not
want to put this book down.’ My Novel Addiction 倫倫倫倫倀
Wow. This is just my kind of book!… It oozes
menace, it’s chilling and it is hard to put down, exactly as described on the cover!! It’s a brace yourself and buckle
up read!’ Goodreads reviewer 倫倫倫倫倀
Wow… Fantastic… All guns blazing from the very start… I was glued
to each page… 5 stars from me.’ Goodreads reviewer 倫倫倫倫倀
Gripping and magnificent… The Irishness of it
all is just perfect… creating a world that is dark and utterly compelling.’ Goodreads reviewer 倫倫倫倫倀
Wow!
That ending was tense and I’ll definitely think about it for a long time… What really had me intrigued… was the
folklore aspect. This elevated everything to a whole new level… If you’re looking for action, intrigue and a
supersize helping of the macabre, you need to read this fantastic crime thriller!’ Griffbuck 倫倫倫倫倀
From the
opening page, this book caught my attention and the rapid pace did not let up until the final page – leaving me
wanting more… I certainly found it compelling. An absolute 5 star read for sure.’ Maria’s Book Musings
倫倫倫倫倀
Wow, wow… Actually made me sit up straighter in my seat!… Absolutely mesmerising… If you get
the chance check this one out.’ NetGalley reviewer 倫倫倫
No Graves as Yet Oct 03 2022 In the last idyllic summer of 1914, the battle lines are already drawn. In
Cambridge, the golden June days seem timeless. But for Joseph Reavley the summer is shattered by his parents'
deaths in a car accident. Bringing the terrible news, his brother reveals that their father, a retired MP, had been
travelling to see him about a sinister plot he had discovered. Matthew's job in the secret service means that he
would understand the mysterious document their father possessed, but now it is nowhere to be found. Returning
after the funeral with their two sisters, Joseph and Matthew become convinced that their parents' house has been
searched. As their suspicions grow, they visit the scene of the crash and find subtle evidence that their deaths
may not have been accidental after all.
The Reavley Series World War One Quintet: No Graves as Yet, Shoulder the Sky, Angels in the Gloom, At Some
Disputed Barricade, We Shall Not Sleep Mar 28 2022 The complete collection of Anne Perry's masterful Great
War series, chronicling the fate of the Reavley family from 1914 to 1918. Perfect for fans of Pat Barker and
Sebastian Barry. 1914: No Graves as Yet In the last idyllic summer of 1914, the battle lines are already drawn.
But for Joseph Reavley the summer is shattered by his parents' deaths in a car accident. His brother Matthew,
who works for the secret service reveals that their father, a retired MP, had discovered something sinister, but the
evidence has gone missing. And it seems that their deaths may not have been accidental after all... 1915:
Shoulder the Sky It is April 1915 and the world is in the bloody throes of war. Most civilians have little idea of
horrors at the Front, and a young war correspondent wants to publish the truth. But then he is found dead in noman's land - and it seems that the Germans are not responsible. For Chaplain Joseph Reavley the event has
uncomfortable echoes of his own parents' tragedy, with murder and censorship the dark weapons being secretly
employed behind the lines... 1916: Angels in the Gloom It's March 1916, and Joseph Reavley is on sick leave,
cared for by his sister Hannah. Shanley Corcoran, an old friend, comes to visit. Corcoran confides in Joseph that
he's come very close to completing an invention that will paralyse the deadly German U-boats. Soon afterwards,

however, the leading scientist on that project is found murdered, and it's clear that someone has been betraying
secrets to the enemy... 1917: At Some Disputed Barricade In July 1917, as the sun sets over no-man's-land,
rumours of mutiny grow stronger. After the death of an officer, twelve soldiers are arrested, and it falls to Joseph
Reavley to uncover the truth about their involvement. At the same time, his brother Matthew, of the S.I.S, learns of
a plot to destroy the only men who can bring about lasting peace... 1918: We Shall not Sleep It's 1918, and
Joseph Reavley's regiment has suffered huge losses but all hope that peace is near. Then a young nurse is
savagely murdered, and Joseph vows to find her killer. Matthew, is already at the Front to meet a prisoner who
claims to be able to identify the shadowy figure betraying his country. If Matthew is able to put a stop to The
Peacemaker's schemes, there will be a chance for lasting peace; if he fails, then freedom and liberty could be all
but a distant memory for future generations...
Playing Dirty Feb 01 2020 J.J. Graves and her husband, Sheriff Jack Lawson, are sworn to protect and serve.
But with a secret out in the open and the election all but lost, J.J. and Jack have to figure out how to work together
while their marriage is torn apart. Because death doesn’t stop for anyone.
Dead Level Oct 23 2021 In this new Home Repair Is Homicide Mystery, a killer with a screw loose sets his sights
on Jacobia “Jake” Tiptree, whose latest renovation project becomes a dire matter of life and deck. Driving to a
cottage in the Maine woods with her best friend, Ellie White, Jacobia “Jake” Tiptree has a challenging week ahead
of her. She bet her husband that she could finish building the cottage porch in only a few days—a lofty goal for
even the craftiest home renovator. But as Jake and Ellie set to work, they soon realize that they’re not alone.
Dewey Hooper, a recently escaped convict, is watching them. Jake’s testimony got him sent away for murder
years ago and here, in the remote wilderness, he can exact his revenge. Tough as nails and not afraid to defend
themselves, Jake and Ellie are determined to keep their wits about them—to prevent the quaint little cottage from
turning into the ultimate death trap. Praise for Sarah Graves and the Home Repair Is Homicide series “Readers
won’t be able to put this page-turner down—but it will certainly make them think twice about vacationing at that
Maine lakeside cottage.”—Leslie Meier, author of the Lucy Stone mysteries “Just hearing her list the ways you
can kill yourself fixing up an old house . . . is a hoot.”—The New York Times Book Review “Graves makes
rehabbing shutters and other chores suspenseful.”—The Boston Globe BONUS: This edition includes an excerpt
from Sarah Graves's A Bat in the Belfry. Complete with Home Repair Is Homicide repair tips!
At Some Disputed Barricade May 06 2020 Anne Perry’s gift for illuminating the heart’s deepest secrets shines
through in her bestselling series of World War I novels. With compelling immediacy, she depicts the struggles of
men and women torn by their convictions and challenged by the perils of war. July 1917. Joseph Reavley, a
chaplain, and his sister, Judith, an ambulance driver, are bone-weary as they approach the fourth year of the
conflict; the peace of the English countryside seems a world away. On the Western Front, the Battle of
Passchendaele has begun, and among the many fatalities from Joseph’s regiment is the trusted commanding
officer, who is replaced by a young major whose pompous incompetence virtually guarantees that many good
soldiers will die needlessly. But soon he, too, is dead–killed by his own men. Although Joseph would like to turn a
blind eye, he knows that he must not. Judith, however, anguished at the prospect of courts-martial and executions
for the twelve men arrested for the crime, has no such inhibitions and, risking of her own life, helps all but one of
the prisoners to escape. Back in England, Joseph and Judith’s brother, Matthew, continues his desperate pursuit
to unmask the sinister figure known as the Peacemaker–an obsessed genius who has committed murder and
treason in an attempt to stop Britain from winning the war. As Matthew trails the Peacemaker, Joseph tracks his
comrades through Switzerland and into enemy territory. His search will lead to a reckoning pitting courage and
honor against the blind machinery of military justice. At Some Disputed Barricade is an Anne Perry
masterpiece–brilliant, surprising, and unforgettable.
Seven Graves, One Winter May 18 2021 In the remote Arctic community of Inussuk, seven graves are dug at the
end of each summer, before the ground freezes. As winter approaches, the question is, will they be enough?
When Constable David Maratse is invalided off the force, he moves to a small settlement to live the life of a
subsistence hunter and fisherman. But when his long line hooks the body of a politician’s daughter, he finds
himself both prime suspect and lead investigator in Greenland’s most sensational murder case. Seven Graves,
One Winter is the first full novel featuring Greenlandic Police Constable David Maratse. Seven Graves, One
Winter is the first book in Christoffer Petersen’s Greenland Crime series. If you like Ragnar Jónasson’s Dark
Iceland series and Yrsa Sigurdardottir's Freyja and Huldar books then you’ll love Christoffer Petersen’s dark crime
thriller set in the world's most exciting Arctic location. Pick up Seven Graves, One Winter to begin your adventure
to the darker side of Greenland today!
Graves Memoirs of the Civil War Jul 28 2019
Goodbye to All That May 30 2022 Robert Graves' superb autobiography tells the story of his life at public school

and as a young officer during the First World War.
Hide Me Among the Graves Jul 20 2021 From Last Call to On Stranger Tides to Declare to Three Days to Never,
any book by the inimitable Tim Powers is a wonder. With Hide Me Among the Graves, it’s possible that the
uniquely ingenious Powers has surpassed even himself. A breathtaking historical thriller in which art and the
supernatural collide, Hide Me Among the Graves transports readers back to mid-19th century London and
features a reformed ex-prostitute, a veterinarian, and the vampire ghost of Lord Byron’s onetime physician, uncle
to poet Christina Rossetti and her brother, the painter Dante Gabriel Rossetti. A novel that, like all his others, is
virtually impossible to pidgeonhole—or to resist—Hide Me Among the Graves is the taut, gripping, and utterly
remarkable literary thrill ride that Tim Powers fans have been eagerly waiting for.
Covet Jun 18 2021 Covet by Tracey Garvis Graves is a love story with a twist... Claire Canton is at a crossroads
in her marriage. Her husband Chris has recently taken some knocks from life, pushing him to retreat to a dark
place where no one can reach him, not even Claire. She feels alone and with nowhere to turn . . . Then Claire is
pulled over by police officer Daniel Rush, a man with a tragic past. And a random encounter blossoms into a
friendship, which brings much needed light into both their lives. As their relationship intensifies it's not long before
Claire and Daniel are in way over their heads and skating close to a line that Claire has sworn she'll never cross .
. . But is it too late to go back? And does she even want to? Praise for On the Island: 'An addictive hybrid: The
Beach meets Robinson Crusoe meets Room' Telegraph Magazine 'Beautifully written and desperately romantic . .
. A real wow read' Closer Tracey Garvis-Graves lives in Iowa with her husband and two children. Her first novel,
On The Island, was a US word-of-mouth success; with over 2000 reader reviews online, it reached the top ten in
the New York Times, Wall Street Journal and Amazon.com bestseller lists, and USA Today's top 15. Film rights
have been optioned by MGM, with Temple Hill Productions (responsible for Twilight) slated to produce. Tracey
blogs at www.traceygarvisgraves.com and can also be found on Twitter @tgarvisgraves and at
facebook.com/tgarvisgraves.
Shoulder the Sky Aug 21 2021 In the firmament of great historical novelists, Anne Perry is a star of the greatest
magnitude. First there were her acclaimed Victorian mysteries, sparkling with passion and suspense. Now
readers have embraced this bestselling new series of World War I novels–which juxtapose the tranquil life of the
English countryside with the horrors of war. By April of 1915, as chaplain Joseph Reavley tends to the soldiers in
his care, the nightmare of trench warfare is impartially cutting down England’s youth. On one of his rescue forays
into no-man’s-land, Joseph finds the body of an arrogant war correspondent, Eldon Prentice. A nephew of the
respected General Owen Cullingford, Prentice was despised for his prying attempts to elicit facts that would turn
public opinion against the war. Most troublesome to Joseph, Prentice has been killed not by German fire but,
apparently, by one of his own compatriots. What Englishman hated Prentice enough to kill him? Joseph is afraid
he may know, and his sister, Judith, who is General Cullingford’s driver and translator, harbors her own fearful
suspicions. Meanwhile, Joseph and Judith’s brother, Matthew, an intelligence officer in London, continues his
quiet search for the sinister figure they call the Peacemaker, who, like Eldon Prentice, is trying to undermine the
public support for the struggle–and, as the Reavley family has good reason to believe, is in fact at the heart of a
fantastic plot to reshape the entire world. An intimate of kings, the Peacemaker kills with impunity, and his dark
shadow stretches from the peaceful country lanes of Cambridgeshire to the twin hells of Ypres and Gallipoli. In
this mesmerizing series, Anne Perry has found a subject worthy of her gifts. Illuminating the murderous conflict
whose violence still resounds in our consciousness–as well as the souls of men and women who lived it–Shoulder
the Sky is a taut, inspiring masterpiece.
But Why Can't I? Apr 28 2022 George thinks rules are silly. When Jenny comes to babysit, George refuses to
keep to the rules. But that makes playing dangerous and not fun at all! Can George learn why rules are
important? This series introduces young children to different aspects of our emotions and behaviour. A fictional
story is backed up by suggestions for activities and ideas to talk about, while a wordless storyboard encourages
children to tell another story. Supports the Personal, Social and Emotional Development Area of Learning in the
Early Years Foundation Stage. For children aged 3-5.
We Shall Not Sleep Aug 09 2020 Anne Perry’s magnificent Victorian mysteries established her as one of the
world’s best known and loved historical novelists. Now, in her vividly imagined World War I novels, Perry’s talents
“have taken a quantum leap” (The Star-Ledger), and so has the number of her devoted readers. We Shall Not
Sleep, the final book in this epic series featuring the dedicated Reavley family, is perhaps the most memorably
enthralling of all Perry’s novels. After four long years, peace is finally in sight. But chaplain Joseph Reavley and
his sister Judith, an ambulance driver on the Western Front, are more hard pressed than ever. Behind the lines,
violence is increasing: soldiers are abusing German prisoners, a nurse has been raped and murdered, and the
sinister ideologue called the Peacemaker now threatens to undermine the peace just as he did the war. Then

Matthew, the third Reavley sibling and an intelligence expert, suddenly arrives at the front with startling news. The
Peacemaker’s German counterpart has offered to go to England and expose his co-conspirator as a traitor. But
with war still raging and prejudices inflamed, such a journey would be fraught with hazards, especially since the
Peacemaker has secret informers everywhere, even on the battlefield. For richness of plot, character, and feeling,
We Shall Not Sleep is unmatched. Anne Perry’s brilliantly orchestrated finale is a heartstopping tour de force,
mesmerizing and totally satisfying.
Deciding What’s True Oct 30 2019 Over the past decade, American outlets such as PolitiFact, FactCheck.org,
and the Washington Post's Fact Checker have shaken up the political world by holding public figures accountable
for what they say. Cited across social and national news media, these verdicts can rattle a political campaign and
send the White House press corps scrambling. Yet fact-checking is a fraught kind of journalism, one that
challenges reporters' traditional roles as objective observers and places them at the center of white-hot, real-time
debates. As these journalists are the first to admit, in a hyperpartisan world, facts can easily slip into fiction, and
decisions about which claims to investigate and how to judge them are frequently denounced as unfair play.
Deciding What's True draws on Lucas Graves's unique access to the members of the newsrooms leading this
movement. Graves vividly recounts the routines of journalists at three of these hyperconnected, technologically
innovative organizations and what informs their approach to a story. Graves also plots a compelling, personalitydriven history of the fact-checking movement and its recent evolution from the blogosphere, reflecting on its
revolutionary remaking of journalistic ethics and practice. His book demonstrates the ways these rising
organizations depend on professional networks and media partnerships yet have also made inroads with the
academic and philanthropic worlds. These networks have become a vital source of influence as fact-checking
spreads around the world.
Good-bye to All That Sep 21 2021 "There was no patriotism in the trenches. It was too remote a sentiment, and
rejected as fit only for civilians. A new arrival who talked patriotism would soon be told to cut it out. As Blighty,
Great Britain was a quiet, easy place to get back to out of the present foreign misery, but as a nation it was
nothing." This is the original version of Robert Graves's intense memoir of the First World War, restoring this raw,
emotionally truthful, darkly comic work to the way it was first written, by a young man still reeling from the
trenches. 'We see the dark heart of the book even more clearly, and hear it beating even more loudly, in this
original edition than we do in the comparatively careful and considered terms of the later one' Andrew Motion 'One
of the most candid self-portraits, warts and all, ever painted' TLS
These Shallow Graves Jan 02 2020 A wealthy family. A deadly secret. A young woman with more to lose than
she knows. Josephine Montfort is from one of New York's oldest, most respected, and wealthiest families. Like
most well-off girls of the Gilded Age, her future looks set - after a finishing school education, she will be favourably
married off to a handsome gentleman, after which she'll want for nothing. But Jo has other dreams and desires
that make her long for a very different kind of future. She wants a more meaningful and exciting life: she wants to
be an investigative journalist like her heroine Nellie Bly. But when Jo's father is found dead in his study after an
alleged accident, her life becomes far more exciting than even Jo would wish. Unable to accept that her father
could have been so careless, she begins to investigate his death with the help of a young reporter, Eddie
Gallagher. It quickly becomes clear he was murdered, and in their race against time to discover the culprit and his
motive, Jo and Eddie find themselves not only battling dark characters on the violent and gritty streets of New
York, but also their growing feelings for each other.
Every Time I Think of You Nov 11 2020 Thirty-year-old Daisy DiStefano has two people she holds dear: the
grandmother who raised her, and her three-year-old son, Elliott. But when Daisy's grandmother is killed in a
seemingly random act of violence, Daisy must take steps to protect herself and her child. Despite a thriving career
in San Francisco, thirty-six-year-old Brooks McClain has returned home to spend what little time his mother has
left before she succumbs to the deadly disease that is ravaging her. The seasoned investigative reporter has
taken a position with the local newspaper and been on the job less than twenty-four hours when he's summoned
to cover the death of Pauline Thorpe. Brooks is all business, but the more time he spends with Daisy DiStefano,
the more invested he becomes; there's something about a single mother, a defenseless child, and an unsolved
crime that has stirred Brooks's protective instincts like nothing ever has before. And when the unthinkable
happens, Brooks will do whatever it takes to clear the name of the woman he's fallen for and the child he'll protect
at any cost. Romantic and suspenseful, Every Time I Think of You shows how far two people will go to fight for
the ones they love, and the life they've always imagined.
No Graves As Yet Nov 04 2022 Through Anne Perry’s magnificent Victorian novels, millions of readers have
enjoyed the pleasures and intrigue of a bygone age. Now, with the debut of an extraordinary new series, this New
York Times bestselling author sweeps us into the golden summer of 1914, a time of brief enchantment when

English men and women basked in the security of wealth and power, even as the last weeks of their privileged
world were swiftly passing. Theirs was a peace that led to war. On a sunny afternoon in late June, Cambridge
professor Joseph Reavley is summoned from a student cricket match to learn that his parents have died in an
automobile crash. Joseph’s brother, Matthew, as officer in the Intelligence Service, reveals that their father had
been en route to London to turn over to him a mysterious secret document—allegedly with the power to disgrace
England forever and destroy the civilized world. A paper so damning that Joseph and Matthew dared mention it
only to their restless younger sister. Now it has vanished. What has happened to this explosive document, if
indeed it ever existed? How had it fallen into the hands of their father, a quiet countryman? Not even Matthew,
with his Intelligence connections, can answer these questions. And Joseph is soon burdened with a second
tragedy: the shocking murder of his most gifted student, beautiful Sebastian Allard, loved and admired by
everyone. Or so it appeared. Meanwhile, England’s seamless peace is cracking—as the distance between the
murder of an Austrian archduke by a Serbian anarchist and the death of a brilliant university student by a bullet to
the head of grows shorter by the day. Anne Perry is a sublime master of suspense. In No Graves As Yet, her
latest haunting masterpiece, she reminds us that love and hate, cowardice and courage, good and evil are always
a part of life, in our own time as well as on the eve of the greatest war the world has ever known.
Shallow Graves Nov 23 2021 For fans of Holly Black and Nova Ren Suma, a gripping, hauntingly atmospheric
novel about murder, revenge, and a world where monsters—human and otherwise—lurk at the fringes. When
seventeen-year-old Breezy Lin wakes up in a shallow grave one year after her death, she doesn’t remember who
killed her or why. All she knows is that she’s somehow conscious—and not only that, she’s able to sense who
around her is hiding a murderous past. In life, Breezy was always drawn to the elegance of the universe and the
mystery of the stars. Now she must set out to find answers and discover what is to become of her in the gritty,
dangerous world to which she now belongs—where killers hide in plain sight, and a sinister cult is hunting for
strange creatures like her. What she finds is at once empowering, redemptive, and dangerous. Tense, complex,
and wholly engaging, Shallow Graves is a stunning first novel from Kali Wallace.
Seven Days in New Crete Feb 24 2022 Edward Venn-Thomas lives in the twentieth century but has been
mysteriously transported to the future, and the apparently idyllic society of New Create, where there is no hunger,
no war and no dissatisfaction. However Venn-Thomas is starting to find life among the New Cretans rather dull.
He comes to realize that their perfect existence, inspired by the poets and magicians of their strange occultic
religion, lacks one fundamental thing - evil. So Venn-Thomas sees it as nothing less than his duty to introduce
them to the darker side of life. First published in 1949 and also known as Watch the North Wind Rise, Graves's
novel is a thrilling blend of utopian fantasy, science fiction and mythology.
The Graveyard Book Aug 28 2019 Neil Gaiman's perennial favorite, The Graveyard Book, has sold more than
one million copies and is the only novel to win both the Newbery Medal and the Carnegie Medal. Bod is an
unusual boy who inhabits an unusual place—he's the only living resident of a graveyard. Raised from infancy by
the ghosts, werewolves, and other cemetery denizens, Bod has learned the antiquated customs of his guardians'
time as well as their ghostly teachings—such as the ability to Fade so mere mortals cannot see him. Can a boy
raised by ghosts face the wonders and terrors of the worlds of both the living and the dead? The Graveyard Book
is the winner of the Newbery Medal, the Carnegie Medal, the Hugo Award for best novel, the Locus Award for
Young Adult novel, the American Bookseller Association’s “Best Indie Young Adult Buzz Book,” a Horn Book
Honor, and Audio Book of the Year. Don't miss this modern classic—whether shared as a read-aloud or read
independently, it's sure to appeal to readers ages 8 and up.
The Graves Are Not Yet Full Sep 02 2022 Since 1983 journalist Bill Berkeley has traveled through Africa's most
troubled lands-Rwanda, Liberia, South Africa, Sudan, Uganda, and Zaire-seeking out the tyrants and military
leaders who orchestrate seemingly intractable wars. Shattering the myth that ancient tribal hatred lies at the heart
of the continent's troubles, Berkeley instead holds accountable the "Big Men" who came to power during this
period, describing the very rational methods behind their apparent madness.
Cowboy Graves Sep 09 2020 One more journey to the universe of Roberto Bola o, an essential voice of
contemporary Latin American literature Cowboy Graves is an unexpected treasure from the vault of a
revolutionary talent. Roberto Bola o's boundless imagination and seemingly inexhaustible gift for shaping the
chaos of his reality into fiction is unmistakable in these three novellas. In "Cowboy Graves," Arturo
Belano--Bola o's alter ego--returns to Chile after the coup to fight with his comrades for socialism. "French
Comedy of Horrors" takes the reader to French Guiana on the night after an eclipse where a seventeen year old
answers a pay phone and finds himself recruited into the Clandestine Surrealist Group, a secret society of artists
based in the sewers of Paris. And in "Fatherland," a young poet reckons with the fascist overthrow of his country,
as the woman he is obsessed with disappears in the ensuing violence and a Third Reich fighter plane

mysteriously writes her poetry in the sky overhead. These three fiercely original tales bear the signatures of
Bola o's extraordinary body of work, echoing the strange characters and uncanny scenes of his triumphs, while
deepening our reverence for his gifts.
The Land of Open Graves Jan 14 2021 In his gripping and provocative debut, anthropologist Jason De León
sheds light on one of the most pressing political issues of our time—the human consequences of US immigration
policy. The Land of Open Graves reveals the suffering and deaths that occur daily in the Sonoran Desert of
Arizona as thousands of undocumented migrants attempt to cross the border from Mexico into the United States.
Drawing on the four major fields of anthropology, De León uses an innovative combination of ethnography,
archaeology, linguistics, and forensic science to produce a scathing critique of “Prevention through Deterrence,”
the federal border enforcement policy that encourages migrants to cross in areas characterized by extreme
environmental conditions and high risk of death. For two decades, this policy has failed to deter border crossers
while successfully turning the rugged terrain of southern Arizona into a killing field. In harrowing detail, De León
chronicles the journeys of people who have made dozens of attempts to cross the border and uncovers the
stories of the objects and bodies left behind in the desert. The Land of Open Graves will spark debate and
controversy.
Shallow Graves Apr 16 2021 Location scouting is to the film business what Switzerland is to war. John Pellam
had been in the trenches of filmmaking, with a promising Hollywood career - until tragedy sidetracked him. Now
he's a location scout, travelling the country in search of shooting sites for films. When he rides down Main Street,
locals usually clamour for their chance at fifteen minutes of fame. But in a small town in upstate New York, Pellam
experiences a very different reception. His illusionary world is shattered by a savage murder, and Pellam is
suddenly centre stage in an unfolding drama of violence, lust and conspiracy in this less-than-picture-perfect
locale.
The Grave Robber's Secret Feb 12 2021 In Philadelphia in the early 19th centry, Robby Hare's father forces him
to help with an unthinkable task-robbing newly filled graves of their contents to sell to the medical college. Despite
his interest in the doctor's research, Robby swears never to rob another grave, even if his mother relies on the
money they bring in. When William Burke and his daughter, Martha, come to live at their boarding house, Robby's
father becomes caught in a broader web of evil. Could his father and Burke be murdering people to provide
bodies for medical science? Determined to expose their scheme, Robby must be brave enough to enter the
graveyard one more time.
Robert Graves Jun 26 2019 The writer and poet Robert Graves suppressed virtually all of the poems he had
published during and just after the First World War. Until his son, William Graves, reprinted almost all the Poems
About War in 1988, Graves's status as a 'war poet' seems to have depended mainly on his prose memoir (and
bestseller), Good-bye to All That. None of the previous biographies written on Graves, however excellent, attempt
to deal with this paradox in any depth. Robert Graves the war poet and the suppressed poems themselves have
been largely neglected – until now. Jean Moorcroft Wilson, celebrated biographer of poets Siegfried Sassoon,
Isaac Rosenberg and Edward Thomas, relates Graves's fascinating life during this period, his experiences in the
war, his being left for dead at the Battle of the Somme, his leap from a third-storey window after his lover Laura
Riding's even more dramatic jump from the fourth storey, his move to Spain and his final 'goodbye' to 'all that'. In
this deeply-researched new book, containing startling material never before brought to light, Dr Moorcroft Wilson
traces not only Graves's compelling life, but also the development of his poetry during the First World War, his
thinking about the conflict and his shifting attitude towards it. Robert Graves: From Great War Poet to Good-bye to
All That casts new light on the life, prose and poetry of Graves, without which the story of Great War poetry is
incomplete.
The Graves of Tarim Mar 04 2020 The Graves of Tarim narrates the movement of an old diaspora across the
Indian Ocean over the past five hundred years. Ranging from Arabia to India and Southeast Asia, Engseng Ho
explores the transcultural exchanges—in kinship and writing—that enabled Hadrami Yemeni descendants of the
Muslim prophet Muhammad to become locals in each of the three regions yet remain cosmopolitans with vital
connections across the ocean. At home throughout the Indian Ocean, diasporic Hadramis engaged European
empires in surprising ways across its breadth, beyond the usual territorial confines of colonizer and colonized. A
work of both anthropology and history, this book brilliantly demonstrates how the emerging fields of world history
and transcultural studies are coming together to provide groundbreaking ways of studying religion, diaspora, and
empire. Ho interprets biographies, family histories, chronicles, pilgrimage manuals and religious law as the unified
literary output of a diaspora that hybridizes both texts and persons within a genealogy of Prophetic descent. By
using anthropological concepts to read Islamic texts in Arabic and Malay, he demonstrates the existence of a
hitherto unidentified canon of diasporic literature. His supple conceptual framework and innovative use of

documentary and field evidence are elegantly combined to present a vision of this vital world region beyond the
histories of trade and European empire.
Secrets to the Grave Sep 29 2019 In SECRETS TO THE GRAVE, Tami Hoag - the Sunday Times bestselling
author of A THIN DARK LINE - returns with the second serial killer thriller in the Oak Knoll series starring FBI
profiler Vince Leone. A mother is murdered. A child's heart is broken. Only one woman can uncover the truth. A
woman lies on her kitchen floor, lacerated and naked. A four-year-old girl rests her head on the woman's bloody
shoulder. A whisper hangs in the air: My daddy hurt my mummy . . . With a clue like that, finding the perpetrator
should be easy. But nobody knows who Haley's daddy is and she won't say a word about it. Anne Leone, a child
advocate, realises that unravelling the child's secrets will be difficult. But no one knows just how difficult. As FBI
profiler Vince Leone begins to build up a picture of the killer he has one huge problem. Despite being well-known
in her small town, Haley's mother seems never to have officially existed . . . New York Times bestseller Tami
Hoag takes the reader behind the picket fences of small-town America, she finds the most gruesome killers and
twisted predators. Gripping to the end, and full of tension and suspense. Watch out for the next title in the FBI
Profiler Vince Leone series DOWN THE DARKEST ROAD
Grave Dance Mar 16 2021 The second book in the Alex Craft urban fantasy series about a Grave Witch who can
talk to the dead. Perfect for fans of Charlaine Harris and Cassandra Clare. "Memories hid in every cell of the
body. Memories that my grave magic could unlock and give shape as a shade. Of course, that depended on
having enough of the body at my disposal for my magic to fill in the gaps." After a month spent recovering from a
vicious fight with a sorcerer, Grave Witch Alex Craft is ready to get back to solving murders by raising the dead.
With her love life in turmoil thanks to the disappearance of FBI agent Falin Andrews and Death's shocking 'L word'
confession, Alex is eager for the distractions of work. But her new case turns out to be more of a challenge than
she was expecting. The police hire Alex to consult on a particularly strange investigation in a nature preserve. The
strange part? There are no bodies, just leftover pieces. With a probable serial killer on the loose and no way to
raise a shade without a body, Alex will have to rely solely on her ability to sense the grave to lead her to the dead.
But with the strain of overusing her magic, this might be the last case Alex ever solves . . . **BOOK FIVE IN THE
ALEX CRAFT SERIES, GRAVE RANSOM, IS OUT NOW!**
Three Graves Full Aug 01 2022 A Library Journal Best Book of 2013! A Booklist Best Crime Novel of 2013! There
is very little peace for a man with a body buried in his backyard. But it could always be worse… More than a year
ago, mild-mannered Jason Getty killed a man he wished he’d never met. Then he planted the problem a little too
close to home. But just as he’s learning to live with the undeniable reality of what he’s done, police unearth two
bodies on his property—neither of which is the one Jason buried. Jason races to stay ahead of the consequences
of his crime, and while chaos reigns on his lawn, his sanity unravels, snagged on the agendas of a colorful cast of
strangers. A jilted woman searches for her lost fiancé, a fringe dweller runs from a past that’s quickly gaining on
him, and a couple of earnest local detectives piece clues together with the help of a volunteer police dog—all in
the shadow of a dead man who had it coming. As the action unfolds, each character discovers that knowing more
than one side of the story doesn't necessarily rule out a deadly margin of error. Jamie Mason’s irrepressible debut
is a macabre, darkly humorous tale with the thoughtful beauty of a literary novel, the tense pacing of a thriller, and
a clever twist of suspense.
But What If? Dec 25 2021 Daisy is moving to a new house and a new school. She is worried. What if she doesn't
like her new neighbours or teacher? What if her cat runs away? Can Grandpa help her feel less worried? This
series introduces young children to different aspects of our emotions and behaviour. A fictional story is backed up
by suggestions for activities and ideas to talk about, while a wordless storyboard encourages children to tell
another story.
The Honjin Murders Apr 04 2020 One of Japan's greatest classic murder mysteries, introducing their best loved
detective, translated into English for the first time In the winter of 1937, the village of Okamura is abuzz with
excitement over the forthcoming wedding of a son of the grand Ichiyanagi family. But amid the gossip over the
approaching festivities, there is also a worrying rumour - it seems a sinister masked man has been asking
questions around the village. Then, on the night of the wedding, the Ichiyanagi household are woken by a terrible
scream, followed by the sound of eerie music. Death has come to Okamura, leaving no trace but a bloody
samurai sword, thrust into the pristine snow outside the house. Soon, amateur detective Kosuke Kindaichi is on
the scene to investigate what will become a legendary murder case, but can this scruffy sleuth solve a seemingly
impossible crime?
Girl at the Grave Dec 13 2020 In Girl at the Grave, debut author Teri Bailey Black unearths the long-buried
secrets of a small 1850s New England town in this richly atmospheric Gothic tale of murder, guilt, redemption, and
finding love where least expected. A mother hanged for murder. A daughter left to pick up the pieces of their

crumbling estate. Can she clear her family’s name if it means facing her own dark past? Valentine has spent
years trying to outrun her mother's legacy. But small towns have long memories, and when a new string of
murders occurs, all signs point to the daughter of a murderer. Only one person believes Valentine is
innocent—Rowan Blackshaw, the son of the man her mother killed all those years ago. Valentine vows to find the
real killer, but when she finally uncovers the horrifying truth, she must choose to face her own dark secrets, even
if it means losing Rowan in the end.
I Spit on Your Graves Jun 30 2022 Fiction. In the tradition of Karl May and Franz Kafka, Boris Vian imagines an
America even more amazing than the land he has never visited. I SPIT ON YOUR GRAVES is the first novel to
put the quotation marks around the hardboiled thriller--a vivid and startling performance (J. Hoberman). The book
is Boris Vian's (1920-1959) sex-and-violence-filled homage to American noir. Originally published in France as
J'IRAI CRACHER SUR VOS TOMBES--after allegedly being censored in the U.S. and translated into French--the
novel was a best seller, establishing Vian as one of the most famous writers of the mid-twentieth century.
Wet Grave Oct 11 2020 In such stunning novels of crime and character as Die Upon a Kiss, Sold Down the
River, and A Free Man of Color, Benjamin January tracked down killers through the sensuous, atmospheric,
dangerously beautiful world of Old New Orleans. Now, in this new novel by bestselling author Barbara Hambly, he
follows a trail of murder from illicit back alleys to glittering mansions to a dark place where the oldest and deadliest
secrets lie buried . . . Wet Grave It’s 1835 and the relentless glare of the late July sun has slowed New Orleans to
a standstill. When Hesione LeGros--once a corsair’s jeweled mistress, now a raddled hag--is found slashed to
death in a shanty on the fringe of New Orleans’s most lawless quarter, there are few to care. But one of them is
Benjamin January, musician and teacher. He well recalls her blazing ebony beauty when she appeared,
exquisitely gowned and handy with a stiletto, at a demimonde banquet years ago. Who would want to kill this
woman now--Hessy, they said, would turn a trick for a bottle of rum--had some quarrelsome “customer” decided to
do away with her? Or could it be one of the sexual predators who roamed the dark and seedy streets? Or--as
Benjamin comes to suspect--was her killer someone she knew, someone whose careful search of her shack
suggests a cold-blooded crime? Someone whose boot left a chillingly distinctive print . . . His inquiries at taverns,
markets, and slave dances reveal little about “Hellfire Hessy” since her glory days in Barataria Bay, once the lair
of gentlemen pirates. Then the murder is swept from his mind by the delivery of a crate filled with contraband
rifles--and yet another telltale boot print left by its claimant. When a murder swiftly follows, Ben and Rose Vitrac,
the woman he loves, fear the workings of a serpentine mind and a treacherous plot: one only they can hope to
thwart in time. All too soon they are fugitives of color in the stormy bayous and marshes of slave-stealer country,
headed for smugglers’ haunts and sinister plantations, where one false step could be their last toward a...Wet
Grave.
The Secrets of Lily Graves Jul 08 2020 Gone Girl meets Six Feet Under in bestselling author Sarah Strohmeyer's
romantic YA mystery about a girl who must unravel a web of lies in her small town before it's too late. Descended
from a long line of female morticians, Lily Graves knows all about buried secrets. So after senior-class president
Erin Donohue—perfect saint to the community—turns up dead, Lily believes it's her job to find the culprit. But Lily
has feelings for Erin's ex-boyfriend, Matt, which makes both of them suspects and makes Lily's investigation . . .
complicated. As her world crumbles around her, Lily must figure out the difference between truth and deception,
between genuine love and a web of lies. And she must do it quickly, before the killer claims another victim. Fans
of Sara Shepard who enjoy realistic contemporary fiction with a dash of mystery will love the secrets, lies, and
romance swirling in this sexy, intriguing novel.
Silent in the Grave Jun 06 2020 Only from New York Times bestselling author Deanna Raybourn, go back to
where it all began with the original Lady Julia Grey historical mystery series. “Let the wicked be ashamed, and let
them be silent in the grave.” These ominous words are the last threat that Sir Edward Grey receives from his
killer. Before he can show them to Nicholas Brisbane, the private inquiry agent he has retained for his protection,
he collapses and dies at his London home, in the presence of his wife, Julia, and a roomful of dinner guests.
Prepared to accept that Edward’s death was due to a long-standing physical infirmity, Julia is outraged when
Brisbane visits and suggests that her husband was murdered. It is a reaction she comes to regret when she
discovers damning evidence for herself, and realizes the truth. Determined to bring the murderer to justice, Julia
engages the enigmatic Brisbane to help her investigate Edward’s demise. Dismissing his warnings that the
investigation will be difficult, if not impossible, Julia presses forward, following a trail of clues that lead her to even
more unpleasant truths, and ever closer to a killer who waits expectantly for her arrival. Previously published.
Don’t miss the complete Lady Julia Grey mystery series by Deanna Raybourn! Book # 1: Silent in the Grave Book
# 2: Silent in the Sanctuary Book # 3: Silent on the Moor Book # 3.5: Midsummer Night (novella) Book # 4: Dark
Road to Darjeeling Book # 5: The Dark Enquiry Book # 5.5: Silent Night (novella) Book # 5.6: Twelfth Night

(novella) Book # 5.7: Bonfire Night (novella)
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